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Summary

It is well-known that the pollutant formation processes and temperature distri-

bution in various combustion systems that operate at high temperatures are

influenced by radiation heat transport. Detailed modeling of radiation trans-

port in internal combustion (IC) engines demands additional computational

power, and hence the calculation of radiation phenomenon is not commonly

applied in IC engines. At the same time, current operating conditions in IC

engines consider high temperatures and recirculation of exhaust gases that

enhance gas radiation. Therefore, the application of radiation models is needed

to increase the correctness of radiative absorption, combustion characteristics,

and the formation of pollutant emissions. In this paper, the implementation

and validation of the spectral line-based weighted-sum-of-gray-gases (SLW)

model for calculating soot and gas radiation are performed. The SLW model is

implemented in the computational fluid dynamics code AVL FIRE by prog-

ramable user routines. The radiative transfer equation was calculated

employing the finite volume method applicable for multiprocessing, moving

meshes, and a mesh rezone procedure required for IC engine modeling. The

validation of the SLW model is performed on one-dimensional geometric cases

that include analytical results of radiation intensity, for which agreement

within 10% of the relative error was achieved. Additionally, the SLW model is

applied to compression ignition engine simulations, where the obtained results

are compared with the measured pressure and concentrations of NO and soot

emissions. The calculated heat losses through the wall boundary layer were

around 12% of the total fuel energy, approximately 9.5% of the total fuel energy

was lost due to the convective flow. 7%–8% of convection heat loss was due to

the higher emission than absorption of participating CO2 and H2O gasses, and

the rest are net soot losses. For the observed operating cases, the computa-

tional time is increased nearly double for SLW model than in the simulation

without radiation. Finally, the results calculated using SLW indicate an

improved agreement with the experimental mean pressure, temperature, soot,

and NO concentrations compared to simulations without radiation.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that radiative heat transfer is intensified
at the high operating temperatures present in combustion
systems.1 A dominant share of total heat transfer is
accomplished by radiation for systems that feature larger
sizes, such as boilers, furnaces, and jet engines.2

According to recent publications, the impact of radiation
heat transport on pollutant formations needs to be con-
sidered if the correct calculation of emissions is
demanded.3 Most pollutant formation models are affected
by temperature distribution, which arises from the heat
transfer calculation.4 Owing to that, it is necessary to cor-
rectly calculate radiative heat transfer for the participat-
ing radiative medium in combustion systems.5 In
addition to developing complex numerical models, the
increasing research in alternative fuels that feature lower
emissions is present, such as research on alternative fuels
in the transportation sector made from waste,6 torrefied
biomass,7 biomass oils,8 and ammonia.9

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a standard
tool to simulate combustion systems and account for the
effect of radiative heat transport on the temperature and
its influence on the pollutants formation process.10 When
the participation of the medium in the radiative heat
transport is considered, the solution of the
integrodifferential radiative transfer equation (RTE) is
required.11 A numerical approximation to solve the RTE
has led to the development of numerous radiation
models.12 Thermal radiation is often neglected in internal
combustion (IC) engines due to the relatively small size
of the combustion chamber, but a few works have taken
radiation into account.3,13–15 Even though it may have a
relatively small impact on temperature, it affects the
highly temperature-dependent NO emissions, as pointed
out above.

In this work, the radiation model finite volume
method (FVM) is employed to approximate the RTE.
FVM radiation model, in combination with CFD software
AVL FIRE, is modeled by user functions, which imple-
mentation was published on an IC engine14 and a fur-
nace.16 One of the advantages of FVM model is its
capability to model the impact of radiative heat transport
in moving meshes as in IC engines, compared to the dis-
crete transfer radiative method, which would be compu-
tationally demanding with mesh rezone.17 The FVM is a
generalized method in CFD that applies to a wide range

of engineering projects that feature radiative heat trans-
port.18 Compared to the line-by-line models, in FVM,
spectral line properties of carbon dioxide (CO2), water
vapor (H2O), and soot are required to be calculated.19

However, these models are too time-consuming for prac-
tical application due to the complex spectral dependence
of the absorption coefficients of CO2 and H2O. Hence,
the radiative heat exchange in participating media often
relies on the utilization of global models to calculate the
radiative properties of the medium.20,21

The most recent work regarding absorption coeffi-
cient modeling was done on developing the radiative
absorption coefficient models based on the weighted-
sum-of-gray-gases model.22 Recently developed weighted-
sum-of-gray-gases models mainly aim to determine the
radiative heat transfer of the participating media in oxy-
fuel combustion conditions.23,24

In this work, the Spectral line-based Weighted-sum-
of-gray-gases (SLW) model is used to calculate the radia-
tive properties in IC engines. This is an improved version
of the classical weighted-sum-of-gray-gases model that
considers the spectral line properties of H2O and CO2.

25

Ozen and Selçuk26 were the first to implement the dis-
crete ordinates method along with the SLW model in
CFD code. The implemented model performed an
increased accuracy when the gas combustion was
included, verifying that the spectral radiative properties
of participating media are dominant in the overall radia-
tive heat transport.

The SLW model was also employed for the three-
dimensional (3D) combustion of partial-oxidation meth-
ane flame, where SLW provided valid results at sufficient
computational demand.27 Webb et al.28 performed addi-
tional validation of SLW in a coal-fired furnace and rev-
ealed differences between gray and non-gray
calculations. A comprehensive comparison between the
weighted-sum-of-gray-gases method and the SLW model
was performed by Ali et al.29 in order to evaluate radia-
tive transfer from a single participating gas at a uniform
temperature and a non-isothermal mixture of gases
inside a two-dimensional enclosure. Sun and Zhang30

showed that different gray gases have completely differ-
ent contributions in SLW model. In combination with
different RTE solving models (FVM and P1 approxima-
tion), different accuracies for the gray gases are obtained.
The authors proposed a hybrid FVM/P1 model combined
with SLW and stated that further investigation of this
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hybrid method is required. Other applications of the SLW
model for two-dimensional calculations showed that the
temperature field inside a radiant furnace contributed to
inaccurate results of the radiative heat transfer through
the medium.31–33 The first published investigation that
analyzed radiative heat transfer in oxy-fuel combustion
with the model based on SLW was performed by
Ströhle,34 where only the radiative absorption properties
of gaseous H2O and CO2 were analyzed.

In the review paper,35 the influence of radiative heat
transfer in turbulent flames with the SLW model was
investigated. It was concluded that the SLW model has a
good perspective for engineering applications for calcu-
lating the radiative heat transfer of participating media.
In another review paper,36 a historical overview of the
mathematical model, implementation, and application of
the SLW model is given. Additional work was performed
to investigate the SLW model compared to narrowband
and wideband radiative absorption coefficient models in
one-dimensional cases,30 where the authors compared
FVM and P1 models for solving the RTE in combination
with the SLW model. The better accuracy was achieved
with the FVM. Ozen and Selçuk37 performed a sensitivity
analysis of several gas radiative property models, includ-
ing the SLW model, where the SLW and DOM demon-
strated efficient and accurate simulations for determining
energy source terms and wall intensities inside fluidized
bed combustors. From the literature review, SLW radia-
tive absorption model is imposed as adequate solution for
accurate and computationally acceptable solutions and
was therefore implemented in this work for further inves-
tigation of radiative heat transfer in IC engines.

In this paper, the SLW model is implemented in the
CFD software AVL FIRE as a gas radiative heat transfer
estimation computation approach for predicting the com-
bined CO2, H2O, and soot absorption coefficient. The
SLW was firstly validated against the analytical data for
simple geometries. The predictive accuracy of the AVL
FIRE code with the SLW model is assessed for a compres-
sion ignition engine operation that features a complex 3D
moving mesh and rezone procedure computed on multi-
processing units. According to the authors' knowledge,
the SLW model was never employed in combination with
FVM to model radiative heat transfer in IC engine appli-
cations. The combination of SLW and FVM constitutes a
robust and computationally reasonable solution that
applies to wide-range of complex industrial applications,
such as moving meshes in IC engines. Additionally, very
few papers3,15 account for non-gray thermal radiation
using accurate models in IC engines, but they use accu-
rate and time-consuming methods. Although thermal
radiation in IC engines may play a relatively minor role
for light-duty vehicles, the SLW/FVM can provide an

insight into its effect on emissions pollutant formation,
such as NOx and soot.

2 | MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In this work, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equa-
tions were solved using the k-zeta-f turbulence model.
The k-zeta-f turbulence model is a robust turbulence
model that allows the modeling of swirl motions inside
IC engines and small wall distance values at boundary
layers.38 For calculating the gaseous phase, Eulerian
specification of the fluid flow is assumed, for which the
conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy
must be solved. Equation (1) describes energy conserva-
tion for the FVM, where the energy terms are integrated
over the volume or each face of a control volume.

∂

∂t
ρeð Þþui

∂

∂xi
ρeð Þ¼ ρf iuiþ

∂τijuj
∂xi

� ∂ uipð Þ
∂xi

þ ∂

∂xi
λ
∂T
∂xi

� �
þSrad,

ð1Þ

where e is total energy, the first term on the left side rep-
resents the total energy rate, the second represents the
total energy transfer across the control volume bound-
aries. The first term on the right side is the power of vol-
ume forces, and the second term is the surface power
forces on the control volume boundaries. The third term
on the right side is pressure forces, while the fourth term
is the heat transfer rate through the control volume
boundaries. At the end is the source term, which is
described as the radiative heat source of participating
media. The implemented radiation model and absorption
coefficient model aim to determine the radiative heat
source term.

2.1 | Radiative transfer calculation

The FVM radiation model was employed for the solution
of RTE, as mentioned above. The FVM was considered
only for absorption and emission phenomena. The partic-
ipating medium absorbs the incident radiation, which is
then augmented with the radiative emission of the
medium, and scattering is neglected. The FVM features
angular discretization that involves the calculation of the
radiation intensity through the solution of a transport
equation for each control angle. The absorption coeffi-
cient of the medium was computed with the SLW model,
which requires a transport equation for each gray gas.
The following equation describes the RTE:
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dIl,j
dsl

¼ κj aj
σT4

π
� Il,j

� �
: ð2Þ

In Equation (2), the Il,j is the radiation intensity that
propagates along sl direction, l denotes the control angle,
κj is the absorption coefficient, where j denotes the jth

gray gas for a mixture of H2O and CO2 and soot, and aj
denotes the combined gray gas weights of H2O and CO2,
which are calculated as the product of the two individual
gray gas weights25:

aj ¼ aH2O aCO2: ð3Þ

Equation (2) is required to be solved for all control
angle ΔΩl, where the transient term was not considered as
in previous IC engine research.3,15 The spatial dis-
cretization was carried out using the upwind scheme to cal-
culate the radiation intensity at the downstream cell faces
of a control volume. The marching procedure for solving
the FVM equation was employed. The total incident radia-
tion in each cell can be described as the sum of the incident
radiation across all control angles and gray gases:

Gj ¼
XL

l¼1
Il,j �ΔΩl, ð4Þ

where L is the total number of control angles. The radia-
tive source for each gray gas is solved independently, and
the total radiative source term is the sum of each gray gas
contribution in the participating medium, which is calcu-
lated by27:

Srad ¼
XJ

j¼1
κj Gj�4σT4
� �

, ð5Þ

where J is the total number of gray gases. The radiative
source term in Equation (5) is implemented as a source
term in the enthalpy transport equation. The boundary
condition for an opaque nonreflecting wall may be writ-
ten as follows27:

Ilbnd ¼ ϵ
σT4

π
þ 1�ϵð Þ

P
sl�nwð Þ>0Il,j niDcij jP

sl�nwð Þ<0 niDci
, ð6Þ

where ϵ denotes the wall emissivity, which is assumed to
be 1, nw is the outer wall unit vector, Dci denotes auxil-
iary terms that depend on the orientation of the face wall
and the control angle. Additionally, cyclic boundary con-
ditions are applied to two IC engine boundaries, such
that the outgoing radiation intensity values that exit the
calculation domain through a cyclic boundary are set
equal to the incoming radiation intensities entering the

domain at the other cyclic boundary. The convergence of
RTE is reached when the difference between the new
and the last iteration is less than 0.01%.

For the calculations with the SLW model, several gray
gases are utilized as the replacement for non-gray gas,
where each contribution is symbolized with the supple-
mental absorption cross-section Cabs,j and correlate the
weight of gray gas aj. The absorption cross-section ranges
between 3� 10�5 and 60 m2mol�1 for water vapor, while
for CO2, the range is between 3� 10�5 and 120
m2mol�1.39 These limits of the absorption cross-sections,
Cmin and Cmax are used for the calculation of a supple-
mental absorption cross-section Cabs,j of each gray gas:

Cabs,j ¼Cmin
Cmax

Cmin

� � j
J

: ð7Þ

The absorption cross-section domain is divided into
intervals equally spaced on a logarithmic scale, and the
range between two consecutive supplemental absorption
cross-sections, Cabs,j and Cabs,jþ1, treated as an indepen-
dent gray gas, whose absorption cross-section Cabs,j, is
defined as follows::

Cabs,j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Cabs,j Cabs,jþ1

q
: ð8Þ

The gray gas weights, aj can be obtained from the
absorption-line blackbody distribution functions F,
which is determined by the high-resolution HITRAN
database that accounts for the radiative participation of
CO2 and H2O.

39 The distribution function F is defined as:

F Cabs,j
� �¼ π

σT4

Z
η:Cη,j <Cabs,jf g

Ibη Tð Þdη, ð9Þ

where the integral is calculated over the spectral
wavenumber η. The weight of the jth gray gas can be cal-
culated as the difference distribution function F at the
supplemental cross-section interval limits:

aj ¼F Cabs,jþ1
� ��F Cabs,j

� �
: ð10Þ

The combined absorption coefficient of CO2 and H2O,
κCO2þH2O is defined as the sum of the contributions of the
two species27:

κCO2þH2O ¼NH2O Cabs,k,CO2 þNH2O Cabs,k,CO2 , ð11Þ

whereN is the molar density of the gas, which is determined
from the local cell temperature and the speciesmass fraction.
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In this work, 10 gray gases were used to compute non-gray
radiative properties used in the SLWmodel. For the calcula-
tion of soot participation in radiative transport, the gray gas
absorption model is assumed, due to its smoothly varying
radiative properties, with the following equation40:

κs ¼ 0:672Tc: ð12Þ

In Equation (12), the term c denotes the mass fraction
of soot. For calculating the total absorption coefficient,
the absorption coefficient of the soot is added to the com-
bined absorption coefficient of CO2 and H2O, as shown
in Equation (13).

κj ¼ κCO2þH2Oþ κs: ð13Þ

2.2 | Combustion and pollutants
emission modeling

A coherent flame model, ECFM-3Z combustion model,
was employed for the modeling of the combustion pro-
cess. The ECFM-3Z combustion model governing equa-
tions can be found in Juri�c et al.,41 where the ECFM-3Z
was also used for the modeling of combustion inside a
combustion chamber of an industrial diesel engine. The
constant autoignition and mixing parameters were
assumed to have the default value of 1.

For the calculation of turbulence chemistry interaction
(TCI), Probability Density Function (PDF) approach was
considered in this work, which equations and details can be
found in Ozen et al.20 PDF is based on the presumed stan-
dard Gaussian PDF, where the temperature T is assumed to
be the sum of mean temperature and temperature variance.

T¼Tþx
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 0T 0

p
: ð14Þ

The mean value of the temperature function was cal-
culated as approximate quadrature formula,

f Tð Þ≈
Xn
k¼1

Tþ xk
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T 0T 0

p� �
ck: ð15Þ

The temperature variance was calculated by solving its
transport equation with its correction factors in each node

∂

∂t
ρT 0T 0� �þ ∂

∂xi
ρeuiT 0T 0� �

¼ ∂

∂xi

20
17

μt
∂T 0T 0

∂xi

� �
þ2:86μt

∂T
∂xi

� �2

�2ρ
ε

k
T 0T 0:

ð16Þ

Furthermore, the spray process was modeled by the
Euler Lagrangian approach. The liquid phase of an
injected droplet is modeled as parcels, and the gas phase
is modeled as a continuum. For each parcel, trajectories
are calculated from the deacceleration of injected drop-
lets due to the drag force, where drag coefficient CD is
calculated by Schiller Naumann drag law:

mp
dupi
dt

¼ 0:5π r2ρCDui
2: ð17Þ

The Euler Lagrangian model assumes spherical sym-
metry, uniformity, and liquid-vapor thermal equilibrium
of all droplets. Additionally, the quasi-steady and uni-
form surrounding around the droplets is assumed. The
breakup model of the droplet parcel is modeled with the
Wave breakup model, where the droplet disintegration is
calculated by:

dr
dt

¼�λwΩ r�0:61λwð Þ
3:726 r C2

: ð18Þ

Further description of Wave breakup model is
described in the literature.42 The constant C2 of Wave
model that dictates the breakup time of parcels specific
for each injector system is set to 18. The half of nozzle
diameter is assumed for the initial radius of droplet par-
cels. The Abramzon model was employed to model fuel
evaporation, which governing equation can be found in
Abramzon and Sirignano.43 In recent publications, such
a model has also been applied to calculate the multi-
component evaporation process.44

Special attention has been given to the NOx and soot
formation process. The Extended Zeldovich Model was
employed for thermal NO emissions,45 while a kinetic
soot model was employed for the soot formation process.
The prompt NO formation process in this work was cal-
culated by employing the de Soete model, as in Cao
et al.46 The method described in Vujanovi�c et al.47 was
used to determine the temperature fluctuations. The
kinetic soot model is based on the detailed soot oxidation
and agglomeration model. The source term calculation is
determined from the PDF of the mixture fraction,48,49

which is a function of the scalar dissipation rate, pres-
sure, and temperature on the oxidizer side. The surface
growth, oxidation, particle inception, and fragmentation
are considered to calculate of soot volume fraction.

3 | EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND
NUMERICAL SETUP

The experimental validation data of the compression
ignition engine was acquired from AVL GmbH.51 In
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Table 1, the engine and injector properties are presented.
For the generating computational mesh domain, the
automatic masher AVL ESE Diesel tool is employed. The
observed engine features a ω-shape piston bowl, which
denotes the shape of the combustion chamber, and by its
shape, promotes combustion. Figure 1 shows a 1/8th seg-
ment of a cylinder with generated boundary selections at
the top dead center (TDC), respectively 720�CA is dem-
onstrated. In this work, simulations only for one eight
engine cylinder were calculated since the fuel injector
possesses eight nozzle orifices. A piston rim compensa-
tion volume is generated to satisfy the compression ratio
for all discrepancies and leakage present in the actual
experimental engine, as shown in Figure 1.

The simulation cycle was modeled from 610 to
860�CA, where the segment cyclic inlet boundary condi-
tions were used for segment selections. Mesh movement
is described with mesh rezoning procedure, compression,
and expansion stroke, generated by the automatic
masher. The liquid fuel properties greatly influence spray
integration and evaporation.51 Therefore, the injected liq-
uid fuel used in the experiment Diesel EN590 B7 was
defined with polynomial terms in FIRE. The B7 in the
name of fuel indicates around 7% biodiesel content,
which indicates the utilization of biofuels in conventional
diesel engines.52 The injection rate timing has a direct

influence on engine performance,53 for that reason, the
inlet fuel velocity is calculated from the measured injec-
tion rate, which is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows the
injection curve rate is shown as a nondimensional
parameter, where the area under the curve presents the
total injected fuel mass in one operating cycle. The first
introduced parcels that enter the domain are assumed to
have the diameter same as the orifice diameter, 0.1 mm.

TABLE 1 Experimental engine and injection system properties

Bore 85 mm Injector position (0, 0, �3.8) mm

Stroke 94 mm Injector direction (0, 0, 1)

Compression ratio 16 Spray angle 158�

Injected pressure 1200-1600 bar Spray cone angle 15�

Fuel Diesel EN590 B7 Number of nozzle holes 8

Fuel temperature 47�C Nozzle hole diameter 100 μm

Nozzle diameter at hole center position 4mm

FIGURE 1 Computational

engine mesh at the top dead

center with the position of spray

injector

FIGURE 2 Injection rate profile of both observed operating

points
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In Table 2, boundary conditions for engine selections
in Figure 1 are shown. Piston, liner, and headwall selec-
tions were modeled by an isothermal boundary condi-
tion, in which temperatures are obtained from the
experimental analysis. For the compensation volume, an
isolated boundary condition was assumed.

A mesh dependency study was performed to prove
the validity of the generated mesh for simulations. There-
fore, three hexahedral meshes with identical block cell
structures were generated by varying the cell size. The
total number of cells at the TDC position for the hex-
ahedral generated meshes is shown in Table 3. All com-
putational meshes are generated with a two-cell
boundary layer to secure a correct calculation of the wall
intensities. The simulations with the identical numerical

setup were performed for the three meshes, and the
mean pressure results were compared. Figure 3 shows
the computed and measured mean in-cylinder pressure
from 700�CA, slightly before fuel injection, up to 750�CA.
The coarse mesh is selected for all the simulations pres-
ented in this paper based on the mesh dependency analy-
sis. The three generated moving meshes consist of
20 deformable meshes alternately mapped with the crank
angle rotation. The rezoning procedure was implemented
to be called when the physical quantities are mapped to
the next mesh. After the multiprocessing finish with a
calculation for crank angle time where the rezoning pro-
cedure is needed, the new mesh division on each proces-
sor is performed. The transfer of radiation quantities at
the nodes of the next mesh is inherited from the
precedent mesh.

In this work, two operating points are observed, Case
a and Case b. The initial conditions and gas-phase com-
position of fresh air and exhaust gas residuals (EGR) dif-
fer for these two cases and are given in Table 4. Case
a and Case b differ slightly in initial temperature, pres-
sure and gas composition, and swirl motion inside the
combustion chamber, while the injected mass in a single
injection was approximately the same. Additionally, the
main difference between the two cases is that Case
a features an earlier injection than Case b.

For the combustion process modeling, the combus-
tion parameters for autoignition and mixing of ECFM-3Z
were used with default values, while for the Abramzon
evaporation model, Lewis number was one.

In determining the radiative source term, each contri-
bution of each control angle to radiative heat transfer
needs to be accounted.54 For the FVM model, the initial
number of control angles is required, which affects the
accuracy and computational demand of the calcula-
tions.55 In this work, a selected number of control angles

TABLE 2 Boundary conditions

Boundary
condition Type Description

Head Wall Isothermal, 500 K

Liner Mesh movement/wall Isothermal, 410 K

Compensation
volume

Mesh movement/wall Adiabatic

Cut segment Inlet/outlet Periodic

Piston Wall Isothermal, 500 K

TABLE 3 Number of cells at top dead center for the three

generated meshes

Mesh Cell number at the top dead center

Coarse ~24 000

Medium ~45 000

Fine ~63 000

FIGURE 3 Mesh dependency results for three different meshes of the same block geometry
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was eight after the control angle sensitivity analysis on
temperature traces was performed. For the number of
gray gases in the SLW model, calculations with 10 gray
gases were observed, while the model assumes the spec-
tral dependent absorption coefficient of the participating
species. In Chai et al.,56 the algorithm that calculates spa-
tial discretization and control angles in this work is dem-
onstrated. An emissivity value of unity was assumed for
all wall boundaries. To save computational time, the radi-
ative heat transfer solver was calculated for each 10th
fluid flow iteration. This paper neglected the scattering
due to the relatively small reflectivity of soot particles
inside a chamber of IC engines, as was the case in
Fernandez et al.57

For calculating the momentum differencing scheme,
the central differencing scheme was used for the
momentum equation and continuity equation, while the
upwind scheme was used for radiative heat transfer, tur-
bulence parameters, total energy, and scalar conserva-
tion equations. The convergence criteria were set to
residual values below 10�4. For the time discretization, a
dynamic time step was employed, where each new time
step was calculated from Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)
condition. The maximum CFL number was set to 1. The
SIMPLE algorithm calculated the coupling between pres-
sure and velocity for solving the pressure correction
equation.

3.1 | Validation of SLW model

The implemented absorption coefficient SLW model is
validated on one-dimensional cases with an analytical
solution. Two one-dimensional cases were selected for

which the predefined temperature and mole fraction of
CO2 and H2O are shown in.27 A hexahedral mesh of
cubic cells 3� 3� 300 was generated, where the profile
is observed for the enclosed cell layer along the
mesh axis.

In the nondimensional coordinate ex is defined as:

ex¼ πx
L
, ð19Þ

where x is the position in the coordinate system, and L is
the total length. Figure 4 shows the comparison of SLW
against the analytical radiative source term for the first
validation case in Table 5, where a good agreement is
achieved for the trigonometric temperature profile with
the SLW model. In Figure 5, the validation is shown for
the second validation case in Table 5. Compared to the
first validation case, the molar ratio of CO2 and H2O is
also described with the trigonometric profile. The pres-
ented results in Figure 6 show that the simulation results
insignificantly change when more control angles were
applied to the numerical simulations. Based on the per-
formed validation, it can be stated that the implemented
SLW model is valid for describing the CO2 and H2O gas
radiative properties.

4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses model validation, analysis of con-
trol angles, IC engine results, computational time, and
specific conclusions and objectives of the paper.

4.1 | Results on compression ignition
engine

Figure 6 compares temperature profiles for Case a and
Case b. The orange curves show the numerical results

TABLE 4 Initial conditions and gas-phase composition

Case a Case b

Engine speed (rpm) 3000 3000

Number of injections 1 1

Injected mass (mg) 3.38 3.37

Pressure (Pa) 250 000 235 000

Temperature (K) 423 415

Swirl (1/min) 5403 5832

Start of injection (�CA) 712.5 713.5

End of injection (�CA) 735.4 734.8

Gas composition (kg/kg)

O2 0.2085 0.2030

N2 0.7632 0.7620

CO2 0.0196 0.0243

H2O 0.0087 0.0117

FIGURE 4 Radiative source profile results for the first

validation case
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calculated with eight control angles, the green curve
shows 16 control angles, and the violet curve for 32 con-
trol angles in the FVM radiation model. Experimental
data are also presented as a reference, which indicates a
better agreement of 32 control angles at the ignition
phase of the combustion process. In comparison, the
lower temperatures at eight control angles show a better
matching in the developed combustion process. From the
presented results in Figure 6, the simulation results insig-
nificantly change when more control angles were applied

to the numerical simulations. For that reason, all simula-
tions in this work are computed with eight FVM control
angles. A similar influence of control angle number on
the simulation results is noticeable in both cases.

Figure 7 shows the mean pressure in the cylinder,
mean temperature, and rate of heat release (RoHR)
results for Case a and Case b. The RoHR results are
shown for computational mesh, an eighth of an engine
combustion chamber. The black lines with dots are
experimental data, blue curves are results without consid-
ering radiation heat transport, and orange curves result
from the implemented SLW model. For all results, a
more significant discrepancy between SLW results and
results without radiation is achieved for Case a, while for
Case b, the later ignition time results in lower mean pres-
sure, mean temperature, and RoHR results. The differ-
ence in the ignition delay between results with and
without radiation is visible in Figure 7, associated with
the different radiative absorption coefficient values. The
radiative absorption energy of CO2 and H2O is approxi-
mately similar in Case a and Case b, which can be pre-
scribed to their similar gas composition and
thermodynamic conditions. Although the difference
between the calculated impact of the radiation between
Case a and Case b is visible in Figure 7. That is why the
difference between results with SLW and without radia-
tive heat transfer can be prescribed primarily to the
absorption of soot particles, which have gray gas behav-
ior. As expected, the radiative absorption of a large share
of incident radiative flux is the largest in the regions of
high temperatures. Overall, more accurate results and
better agreement with experimental data were achieved
with the SLW model, which considers the additional
spectral phenomenon of radiative heat transport.

TABLE 5 Specifications of the two validation cases27

T, K YH2O YCO2

ϵ,
�

1. 1000+ 250
cos(ex) 0.1 0 1

2. 1000� 300
cos(2ex) 0.5� 0.5

cos(ex) 0.5+ 0.5
cos(ex) 1

FIGURE 5 Radiative source profile results for the second

validation case

FIGURE 6 Mean temperature results for Case a and Case b with SLW model and different number of control angles in FVM radiation

model
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4.2 | Emission results

Comparing experimental results and simulations with
and without radiation is given in Table 6 for pollutant
emissions at the crank angle position when the exhaust
valve opens. The results show that the radiative heat
transport improves the predictions, leading to a better
agreement with the experimental data. Table 6 shows
that the soot mass fraction increases when the radiative
heat transport is included. This indicates that the lower

temperatures in simulations with included radiative heat
transfer result in a pronounced decrease in oxidation
temperature vs the reduction in soot production. In con-
trast, the NO concentrations decrease, which are signifi-
cantly generated by high-temperature regions. All
predictions with the SLW accounting for radiation
improve the prediction of NO emissions, which are of the
same order of magnitude as the experimental data. It can
be seen from Figure 7 that the tremendous difference
between SLW and results without radiation is present in

FIGURE 7 Mean in-cylinder pressure results, mean temperature, and RoHR results for Case a (left) and Case b (right) with SLW model

and without radiation against experimental results
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Case a, which can be mainly attributed to the gray gas
soot assumption. The lower soot absorption indicates that
the soot oxidation is pronounced in Case a since both
cases have similar initial composition and the approxi-
mately same amount of injected fuel. The pronounced
soot oxidation processes also correspond to higher calcu-
lated temperatures in Case a. For the last two columns in
Table 6, the results with and without including TCI are
compared. The exhaust pollutant molar mass.

Figure 8 shows calculated heat loss profiles for differ-
ent crank angle positions for Case b. The heat losses are
calculated through the wall boundary layer, where 9.5%
of the total fuel energy is lost due to the convective losses.
In comparison, the net radiative loss due to the higher
emission than absorption of participating CO2 and H2O
gasses is approximately 7% to 8% of convection heat loss.
In Figure 9, the profiles of soot mass fraction for the sim-
ulation with and without including radiative heat trans-
fer are shown, with the following Figure 10 shows
temperature difference contour at the crank angle posi-
tion with peak soot concentration, 732�CA. The interac-
tion between soot concentrations and radiative heat
transfer does not have a simple influence as with NO for-
mation. The soot for the obtained results is mainly
influenced by the regions of lower temperatures com-
puted by SLW simulations, which were dominant com-
pared to the regions with lower temperatures, as shown
in Figure 7. The higher temperature differences correlate
to the fuel-rich regions along high-temperature regions.
The area of highest difference is around the equivalence
ratio values of 2 to 3, where the neighbor cells are already
ignited and consumed their oxygen.

In Table 7, the difference in the computational
requirements of the simulations is shown. The computa-
tional time increases around two times when thermal
radiation is considered, which is related to the additional

TABLE 6 Pollutant mass ratio in the exhaust system

Experiment No radiation SLW

Case a

Soot (ppm) 899 273 356

NO (ppm) 309 512 417

Case b

Soot (ppm) 2462 512 985

NO (ppm) 196 217 205

FIGURE 8 Convective, radiative absorption, and radiative

emission heat losses for Case b

FIGURE 9 Soot mass fraction profile for Case b

FIGURE 10 Temperature difference between results with

SLW and without radiation at the crank-angle position with peak

soot values (732�CA) for Case b

TABLE 7 Computational time for Case a on 10 control

processing units of Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 at 2.20 GHz

Calculation time, min No radiation SLW

Case a 34 70

Case b 31 68
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10 transport equations per control angle for each gray gas
that needs to be solved in FVM/SLW.

5 | CONCLUSION

The SLW model was coupled with FVM radiation solver
and implemented by programable user routines in the
CFD software AVL FIRE. The implemented SLW model
is based on correlations for unequal temperatures and
mixtures of H2O, CO2, and soot, and the solver to RTE
was modified to account for the spectral gas properties
with absorption cross-sections and associated weight of
gray gases. The soot absorption was assumed as gray gas
absorption, while the implementation of boundary condi-
tions is performed for diffusely reflective walls, periodic
inflow/outflow, and symmetry. The model was
implemented for application to parallel computing, mov-
ing meshes, and rezoning processes to be suitable for cal-
culating radiative heat transfer in IC engines. The
implemented SLW model achieved a good matching with
one-dimensional validation cases with the analytical radi-
ative heat transfer solution. Additionally, this investiga-
tion in this work emphasizes the combined radiation
heat transport and combustion characteristics in a com-
pression ignition. The predicted results of the in-cylinder
pressure, temperature, and RoHR are significantly
corresponding with the experiment data. As expected, the
most decisive influence of the radiation transport in par-
ticipating media is visible at crank positions with the
highest pressures and temperatures, where the highest
difference between simulations with SLW and with no
radiation is obtained. The main difference between SLW
and results without radiation arises at peak temperatures,
where the gray gas soot assumption is its primary cause.
The soot concentrations at the exhaust exit are increased
with the SLW model, which could be prescribed to the
lower temperatures that indicate a predominant decrease
of soot oxidation vs the decrease in soot production. The
higher temperature differences indicate that the soot
regions are located in the fuel-rich regions along high-
temperature regions. In contrast, the NO concentration
emissions decrease with the inclusion of radiation in sim-
ulations, where the decrease is more pronounced with
the more significant difference between the experiment
and the simulation without radiation. The calculated heat
convective losses through the wall boundary layer were
9.5% of the total fuel energy, while the net radiative loss
due to the higher emission than absorption of participat-
ing CO2 and H2O gasses is 7% to 8% of convection heat
loss. The soot production in both operating cases is
approximately doubled, while the trend of soot produc-
tion is achieved for simulations with included radiation
and without radiation.

The computational time is around two times more
demanding with the SLW model than in simulation with-
out radiation, which is correlated to additional 10 trans-
port equations for each gray gas in the SLW model.
Finally, it can be concluded that the presented method
can serve as a solution for more physically correct predic-
tions of the radiation heat transport in compression igni-
tion engines. Although in the case of large IC engines,
such as big trucks or large ships, the role of thermal radi-
ation is expected to become relevant due to the larger cyl-
inder volume. Future work is to investigate results in the
operating cases with higher EGR values accounting for
the turbulence radiation interaction.
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